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Abstract
This paper presents the University of Turku
entry to the SemEval-2015 task on BroadCoverage Semantic Dependency Parsing. The
system uses an existing transition-based parser
as a sequence classifier to jointly predict all arguments of one candidate predicate at a time.
Compared to our 2014 entry, the 2015 system
gains about 3pp in terms of F-score for a fraction of the development time. Depending on
the subtask, the difference between our entry
and the winning system ranges between 1 and
5pp.

1

Introduction

The SemEval-2015 task on Broad-Coverage Semantic Dependency Parsing is a continuation to the semantic parsing shared task organized for the first
time in 2014. The objective of the shared task is
to produce a rich semantic analysis for a given sentence in three distinct annotation formats. In contrast
to the 2014 task, this year predicate disambiguation
and two additional languages are included: Czech
data from the Prague Czech–English Dependency
Treebank (Hajič et al., 2012) and Chinese data from
the Penn Chinese Treebank (Xue et al., 2005). For
English and Czech also out-of-domain test data is
provided in order to test the generalization ability of
the systems.
The semantic parsing task includes three different tracks. In the closed track the systems must be
trained using only the official training data, whereas
in the open track all additional sources of information are allowed. Together with the training

data the organizers provided also syntactic dependency parses produced in the Stanford Dependencies scheme (De Marneffe and Manning, 2008) with
the dependency parser of Bohnet and Nivre (2012).
In addition to the closed and open tracks, also a gold
track is included, where gold standard dependency
parses are given for both training and test data.
This paper describes our system used to take part
in the open and gold tracks of the shared task. The
system is a sequence classifier built on top of an
existing dependency parser. The main idea behind
the implementation is to turn the task of predicting
all arguments for a single predicate to a sequence
classification problem, but still process each predicate independently. Predicting one predicate at a
time feels very natural when working with data annotated in PropBank style (Palmer et al., 2005), and
since our main objective is to develop an SRL system optimized for Finnish PropBank (Haverinen et
al., 2013), we did not want to merely follow the
main methods from last year. Our system also requires syntactic analyses of the data, which is why
we participated only on the tasks which allow their
use (open and gold tracks). The system will be described in detail in Section 3.

2

Related Work

The main approaches in the 2014 semantic dependency parsing task (Oepen et al., 2014) relied on the
methods developed in the context of syntactic parsing, and existing state-of-the-art dependency parsers
were widely used. Systems using dependency
parsers are mainly based on graph-to-tree transformations (Koller, 2014; Schluter et al., 2014), parsers
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able to produce directed acyclic graphs (Ribeyre et
al., 2014; Kuhlmann, 2014), or a combination of
these two (Du et al., 2014). The winner system of
the 2014 open track is based on the graph-based dependency parser able to produce full non-projective
graphs (Martins and Almeida, 2014).
The system we used to participate in the same
task last year was a pipeline of three different support vector machine classifiers trained separately
for dependency detection, role assignment and top
node prediction, where each governor–dependent
pair was classified individually without any global
view of the semantic structures (Kanerva et al.,
2014a). A similar approach with the exception of
using a structured support vector machine and therefore gaining a bit more of a global view to the problem was introduced by Jeffrey et al. (2014).

3

System Architecture

The main approach is based on the recent progress
on syntactic dependency parsing, yet taking a
completely different approach than the mainstream
graph-to-tree transformation methods and DAG
parsers discussed in Section 2. Our main focus is
to process each predicate independently (i.e. other
predicates and their arguments do not affect the decision), but when assigning arguments for one predicate, keep a global view of arguments already predicted for this particular predicate.
The system is built on top of the open-source
Turku transition-based dependency parser1 to obtain
the full functionality of such a parser and to be able
to freely modify it to fit to the needs of our approach.
The Turku Dependency Parser is an implementation of the parser of Bohnet and Kuhn (2012), with
full functionality of that parser, including e.g. online
learning implemented with the generalized perceptron (Collins, 2002), beam search and graph-based
completion features, and the full feature representation taken from the Bohnet and Nivre (2012).
3.1

Data Processing

Before training the parser, the data is processed to
meet the requirements of the standard, off-the-shelf
dependency parsers. As the arguments are predicted
1

https://github.com/jmnybl/
Turku-Dependency-Parser
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separately for each predicate, semantic graphs can
be subtracted into several smaller units where each
subgraph preserves the semantic arguments of one
particular predicate. This means that each sentence
is turned into as many pseudotrees as there are tokens in the sentence, where each token in turns acts
as a candidate predicate and preserves only its own
arguments and all other relations are dropped from
this particular pseudotree. These pseudotrees are finalized by attaching all other tokens to the candidate predicate with an empty relation type NOTARG,
which at the same time causes the candidate predicate to be the root token of the tree. Since the data
does not include self-loops or multiple arguments
between the same governor and dependent pair, this
transformation can be made without losing any information. These pseudotrees created from one sentence can again be merged into a one semantic graph
by just preserving the real semantic relations and
leaving out the empty NOTARG relations.
As will be explained later, syntactic parses are a
major source of features. For English, the syntactic parses are obtained from the companion and gold
data provided by the organizers. Since for Czech and
Chinese no companion data was available, the Czech
syntactic representation is obtained using the MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007) trained on the training section of the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič et
al., 2000) and the Chinese analysis is acquired using
DuDuPlus, a graph-based dependency parser (Chen
et al., 2009) with a model trained on the training section of the Chinese Treebank (Xue et al., 2005).
3.2

Transition System

Since the structure of the input trees is completely
flat (i.e. all words are attached to the sentence root,
which is the predicate under inspection) the transition system of the parser can be simplified substantially. For every token other than the root, only the
relation type must be predicted (using the NOTARG
relation for tokens which are not arguments of this
particular predicate). Thus, the transition system is
modified to keep the root token always in the parsing stack, and one by one taking the next token from
the queue, predicting its relation type and reducing
it from the stack in a single operation.
Since the simplified transition system requires
that the root token is in the stack already when the

parsing starts, the order of the tokens in the parsing queue must be manipulated. Manipulating the
parsing queue also changes the order in which the
predictions are made and since the parser is beam
searched and the system has an ability to recover
from a wrong prediction made earlier on, the different order of predictions may affect the final sequence of predictions. Two different approaches are
tested. First and by far the simplest method is to
use the normal linear order of the tokens and just
remove the sentence root from the queue (run 1 in
the official results). Second method is to reorder
the tokens based on the syntactic distance, where
the tokens closest to sentence root in the syntactic
tree are first in the queue (and thus their relations
are also predicted first) (run 2 in the official results).
The idea behind this is to assume that tokens which
are most likely to be arguments of the predicate are
close to it in the syntactic representation and therefore predicted first. Official results showed that the
first method performed better and therefore all numbers reported in this paper are based on the first run.
3.3

Feature Generation

The basic features used are based on the standard
features of dependency parsers. However, few modifications to the parser feature representation were
made. The function of the graph-based completion
features is to model the partial structures of the tree
already built at any given point. Since in the simplified transition system all tokens are forced to be dependents of the sentence root, taking into account all
created relations would not distinguish semantically
meaningful tokens from all other tokens (as is in the
case of syntactic parsing where only real syntactic
dependents are attached to any given token). Thus,
tokens attached with the empty relation NOTARG
are discarded and the graph-based completion features are created only from the real semantic relations.
Additional features are created from the syntactic
structure of the sentence. The most important feature extracted from the syntactic tree is the path between the predicate and the potential argument. Two
variations of the syntactic path are used; the dependency types and the part-of-speech tags between the
two tokens. If the distance of the tokens is smaller
than seven dependencies, full paths are used as fea967

P
R
Open in-domain
DM
87.80 84.60
PAS
91.38 89.87
PSD
76.10 71.32
Overall 85.09 81.93
Open out-of-domain
DM
81.54 76.63
PAS
86.95 84.98
PSD
74.92 68.55
Overall 81.14 76.72

F

UF

86.17
90.62
73.63
83.47

88.07
91.91
86.44
88.81

79.01
85.95
71.59
78.85

81.68
87.83
86.54
85.35

Table 1: English open track (in-domain & out-of-domain)
results in terms of precision (P), recall (R), labeled Fscore (F) and unlabeled F-score (UF).

tures, otherwise only the beginning and the end of
the path are used. Finally, from each aforementioned
path all dependency type and part-of-speech tag trigrams are created.
3.4

Top Node and Sense Prediction

Prediction of top nodes and predicate senses are implemented as separate steps and carried out after the
argument prediction. The top nodes are predicted
in the same manner as in our 2014 system (Kanerva
et al., 2014a), where a support vector classifier is
trained to classify individual tokens.
Predicate senses are predicted with the approach
introduced by Kanerva and Ginter (2014), where
vector space representations of tokens are used to
calculate an average vector to represent each individual sense. Then for each predicate the sense is
assigned by calculating a vector to represent this particular predicate and taking the sense which maximizes the cosine similarity of the predicate vector
and the sense vector.

4

Results

The final system performance is shown in Table 1.
The overall labeled F-score in the English in-domain
data is 83.47%. When compared to our overall score
in the 2014 shared task (overall labeled F-score
80.49%) a clear improvement of 3pp can be seen.
This reflects the fact that predicting all arguments
for a single predicate as a sequence is better than predicting them independently. The same behavior can
be seen also from the methods using pure syntactic dependency parsing techniques, which have been
shown to achieve the current state-of-the-art perfor-

P
Czech Open
ID
77.53
OOD 65.11
Chinese Open
ID
80.81

R

F

UF

73.20
62.35

75.30
63.70

83.03
83.10

78.51

79.64

81.36

Table 2: Results for Czech and Chinese data in the open
track. The Czech data is in PSD format and includes
both in-domain (ID) and out-of-domain (OOD) test sets,
whereas the Chinese data is in PAS format and has only
in-domain test set.
DM
Gold in-domain
SD
88.29
DB
93.88
Overall-max
Gold out-of-domain
SD
82.11
DB
88.60
Overall-max

PAS

PSD

Overall

95.58
92.63

76.57
75.00

86.81
87.17
88.68

92.92
88.93

75.47
73.43

83.50
83.65
85.66

The system is better at predicting relations between tokens close to each other. For example in
the case of DM in-domain, relations between tokens
next to each other are predicted at F-score of 92.04%
while relations longer than 10 tokens at a rate of
65.11%. However, the gold syntactic analyses help
predicting long relations. If we look only the relations which are ten or more tokens apart, the maximum improvement brought by gold standard syntax is 19pp for out-of-domain PAS and the minimum
improvement is 6pp for in-domain DM.

5

Table 3: English gold track (in-domain & out-of-domain)
results in terms of labeled F-score when using Stanford
Dependencies (SD) and DeepBank (DB) style syntactic
annotations.

mance. From out-of-domain scores we see that our
system performs clearly better on in-domain data,
the overall labeled F-score being 4.6pp lower when
tested with out-of-domain data. Czech and Chinese
open track scores are shown in Table 2.
We also provide evaluation on gold syntactic trees
(gold track) using both Stanford Dependencies and
DeepBank syntactic representations.2 As can be
seen from the gold track results (see Table 3) our
system clearly benefits from gold-standard syntactic
analyses. When comparing the performances of two
syntactic representations on different formats, we
can see that the optimal syntactic representation for
DM format is DeepBank, whereas Stanford Dependencies fare better on PAS and PSD formats. When
the best-performing syntactic representation is chosen for each format, the overall benefit on in-domain
data is 5.2pp and 6.8pp on out-of-domain data compared to the open track results. Out-of-domain results improving more than in-domain results points
out that better syntactic analyses help the system
make more universal decisions.
2

Unfortunately, Enju parses are not included since we could
not overcome some of the problems they had in time.
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Conclusions

Our entry in the shared task was based on an existing dependency parser, whose transition system
we modified so as to essentially use the parser as
a sequence classifier based on online learning and
beam search. Compared to our last year’s entry, the
arguments of a single predicate are thus no longer
predicted independently. This is accompanied by
a notable gain in accuracy over the previous system which used similar features but predicted all
arguments independently. From a technical point
of view, basing the work on an existing parser was
rather straightforward and the entire development
was carried out over a period of less than two weeks.
Even though clearly better than our last year’s system, the overall performance still leaves room for
improvement. One possible direction would be to
carry out a proper feature selection and improve the
underlying machine learning algorithm of the parser
to, for example, incorporate regularization. As the
parser generates a large number of features optimized for syntactic parsing, it is likely that many of
these are irrelevant and potentially harmful for the
online-trained linear classifier.
Finally, we will evaluate the system on the Finnish
PropBank data, and intend to apply it at scale to
carry out SRL of the 3.2 billion token Finnish Internet Parsebank (Kanerva et al., 2014b).
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